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ABSTRACT 
Ubiquitous computing network comprises a variety of distributed 
service devices. Today Web services technology enables the 
heterogeneous devices to provide their own services and interact 
with each other via well-defined Internet protocol. Nevertheless, 
service devices in ubiquitous environments require more event-
driven, autonomous interaction beyond rather passive service-
oriented architecture of the present time. This paper presents an 
ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rule description language in an 
attempt to support capability for autonomous interactions among 
service-oriented devices in ubiquitous computing network. 
Specifically, the proposed WS-ECA is an XML-based ECA rule 
description language for web service-enabled devices. The rules 
are embedded in distributed devices which invoke appropriate 
services in the network if the rules are triggered by some internal 
or external events. The presented ECA-based device coordination 
approach is expected to facilitate seamless inter-operation among 
the web service-enabled devices in the emerging ubiquitous 
computing environment. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications and 
Network operating systems; D.3.2 [Language Classifications]: 
Specialized application languages. 

General Terms 
Management, Design, Standardization, Languages. 

Keywords 
Web service, ECA rule, ubiquitous devices, action constraints. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Ubiquitous computing environments are becoming more 
heterogeneous and service rich domains [8]. Devices with 
particular services are interconnected each other via various types 
of networks. While web services technology has become a 
defacto standard for business application integration [9, 14], it is 
also rapidly emerging as an effective means for achieving inter-
operability in ubiquitous computing environments [5, 12]. 

In this paper, ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rule description 
language is introduced for event-driven coordination of web 
service-enabled devices. The ECA rule was originally devised to 
provide traditional database systems with the capability of event-

driven, instantaneous response. Due to its advantages of distinct 
and comprehensible rule description, it has been spread into a 
variety of domains and applications, including expert system [3], 
agent collaboration [10], policy-based control and management [4, 
11], and middleware [6, 7]. 

Even in the field of distributed computing, event-based rule 
management has been actively applied to coordinate and control 
distributed systems. A representative work is the policy-based 
control and management presented in [4, 11]. They proposed the 
policy description languages (PDL) for a centralized server to 
control the distributed system. In particular, Shankar [13] defined 
ECA-P with post-conditions of devices and addressed weak points 
of previous ECA rules. Nevertheless, the centralized rule 
execution and control has made it difficult to apply such a result 
to ubiquitous computing environment, mainly due to the issues of 
communication overhead among devices, service encapsulation, 
and private information management. 

Furthermore, there are several previous research results on event-
based service computing. The SCXML (State Chart XML) [1] is 
an XML-based language that can define a control mechanism for 
distributed finite state machines by specifying their state 
transitions via external events. Yet, it focused on an individual 
device instead of a system of devices. On the other hand, WS-
Eventing [2] defines a framework of effective event exchanges 
between web services. Especially, the event messages are 
delivered by use of a publish/subscribe mechanism, and the event 
content in a message can be described without restrictions for a 
specific application. Accordingly, this proposal can be used as a 
protocol to implement event-driven architectures based on web 
services, and it is adopted as a base protocol for our research. 
This position paper proposes an Event-Condition-Action rule 
description language for Web Services (named WS-ECA) in order 
to support reactive interactions among service-oriented, 
heterogeneous devices in ubiquitous environments. The proposed 
language based on the ECA rules which are embedded in 
distributed service devices and then are triggered by events from 
internal and external devices. When the triggered rule satisfies 
some condition, it will be activated to invoke appropriate services. 

In the following, Section 2 propose the proposed framework for 
ECA rule-based coordination of service devices, and Section 3 
presents the structure and elements of the WS-ECA proposed in 
this paper. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. ECA RULE BASED MANAGEMENT IN 
UBIQUITOUS SERVICE COMPUTING 
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ECA rules introduced in this paper enable the service devices to 
activate each other via event-based interaction. The proposed 

 



ECA rules have been designed so that they can satisfy the 
following requirements that are necessary for effective 
coordination of systems of ubiquitous service devices. 

 Conditional response & event filtering: The rules can be 
activated by appointed events and designated conditions 
according to user preference. 

 Event passing: Events satisfied by specific conditions can 
be forwarded to another specific device, broadcast to 
multiple devices, or multicast to predefined devices. 

 Temporal reaction: For the same event type, different 
actions can be performed according to their occurrence 
times. 

 Logical expression in rules: Rule schema can support 
logical expression in rule definition such as conjunction, 
disjunctions, and negation. 

 Rule chaining: Complex rules can be decomposed and 
expressed by several simple rules. 

In ubiquitous computing environments considered in this paper, 
service devices are assumed to be interacting via the events 
registered through a publish/subscribe mechanism. Specifically, 
the events, conditions, and actions that constitute the ECA rules 
are defined as follows: Events are notification messages from 
internal or external service device. Conditions are the boolean 
expression that must be satisfied in a device for some actions to 
occur. Finally, actions are the instructions that provide active 
functionality for service devices, which includes service 
invocation and event generation. 
Figure 1 shows the components of the proposed WS-ECA 
framework. An WS-ECA has three basic components, namely 
event, condition, and action. In addition, the schema of the rule 
description documents defines variables to facilitate condition 
evaluation based on event messages and system states. 
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Figure 1. The basic structure of WS-ECA rules. 

 

3. WS-ECA: ECA RULE DESCRIPTION 
LANGUAGE 
This section describes the schema of WS-ECA in detail. The 
proposed schema supports the primitive events and actions as well 
as the composite ones for distributed ECA rule processing. First, 
Figure 2 shows the basic structure of WS-ECA in terms of XML. 
 

<ECARule name=“xs:NCName” targetNampespace=“xs:anyURI”  
xmlns=“http://di.snu.ac.kr/2005/eca/” 
xmlns:xs=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema” > 
<variables>? <variable ... />+ </variables> 
<events> event+ </events> 
<actions> action+ </actions> 
<rules> 

<rule>+ 

<event name=“xs:QName”/> 
<condition expression=“XPath Expression”/> 
<action name=“xs:QName”/>  

</rule> 
</rules> 

<ECARule> 

Figure 2. Basic structure of WS-ECA. 

3.1 Event 
 

<events> 
<timeEvent type=“once” name=“xs:NCName”>  

xs:dateTime </timeEvent> 
<timeEvent type=“periodic” name=“xs:NCName”  

unit=“xs:duration” issued=“xs:dateTime”?  
expired=“xs:dateTime”?>xs:dateTime </timeEvent> 

<timeEvent type=“relative” name=“xs:NCName”  
baseEvent=“xs:NCName” interval=“xs:duration”/>  

<intEvent name=“xs:NCName”/> 
<extEvent name=“xs:NCName” eventID=“xs:anyURI”/> 
<svcEvent type=“before” name=“xs:NCName”  

service=“xs:QName”/> 
<svcEvent type=“after” name=“xs:NCName”  

service=“xs:QName”/> 
<compositeEvent type=“OR” name=“xs:NCName”>  

event+ </compositeEvent> 
<compositeEvent type=“AND” name=“xs:NCName”  

TTL=“xs:duration”> event+ </event> 
<compositeEvent type=“SEQ” name=“xs:NCName”  

TTL=“xs:duration”> event+ </event> 
<compositeEvent type=“NOT” name=“xs:NCName”>  

event </compositeEvent> 
</events> 

Figure 3. Event schema of WS-ECA. 
 
An event is the incident that triggers a rule. The events that can 
trigger a rule are called primitive events, and they include the 
following four types: 

• t ime events:  The event  is  generated by a t imer 
at some specific point of time. Time events have three types
 of events: absolute, periodic, and relative. The event of abso
lute type is generated once at some time point, the event of p
e r i o d i c  t y p e  occurs p e r i o d i c a l l y ,  and finally t h e  
event of relative type is specified relative to some specific ev
ent by use of ‘before’ or ‘after’ operator. 

• internal events: The event is generated by the internal 
system components including the rule engine and the device.
 It can be used to recognize the state change of a device or to
 trigger other rules. 

• external events: The event is generated from a publishing de
vice and is transmitted to subscriber devices through WS-
Eventing. 

• service events: The event can be one of two types: before 
and after. Specifically, the before (after, respectively) type is
 generated before (after, respectively) the specific service of t
he device begins (finishes, respectively). 

More than one of these four primitive events may constitute 
composite events with the following logical operators. 

• disjunction (e1|e2|..|en): The composite event of the type “O
R” has more than one sub-events. One or more of the sub-
events must occur within its specific time interval. 

• conjunction (e1&e2&...&en): The composite event of the ty



pe “AND” has more than one sub-events. All of the sub-even
ts must occur once or more times within its specific time 
interval. 

• sequence (e1,e2,...,en): The composite event of the type “SE
Q” has more than one sub-events. All of the sub-events must 
ever occur sequentially within its specific time interval. 

• negation (~e): The composite event of the type “NOT” has 
only one sub-event. The sub-events must not occur within its
 specified time interval. 

3.2 Condition 
The condition part of ECA rules is a boolean statement that must 
be satisfied to in order to activate a rule. In WS-ECA, the 
condition statement is described in terms of an XPath expression 
(Clark, 1999). The expressions in the condition can use the values 
excerpted from the event part of a rule through the use of 
extension functions of XPath’s built-in functions as shown in 
Table 1, or the variables defined in a rule document. 
 

Table 1. Extension functions to XPath's built-in functions 

Functions return type return value 
eca:getVariable(event 
QName, path PathExpr) xs:any Specific values from event 

variables 
eca:getDateTime(event 
QName) xs:dateTime Date and time information 

of the system 
 
Variables can be aliases for specific elements of an events in the 
rule (called event variables) or user-defined states of a system 
(called device variables). The two types of variables are used to 
express the conditions conveniently or to assign input data for 
service invocation in the actions. The syntax for the variables is 
presented in Figure 4. 
 

<variables>? 
   <variable name=“xs:NCName” systemVar=“xs:QName”?  

eventVar=“eca:getVariable(event QName, path PathExpr)”? />+ 
</variables> 

Figure 4. Variable schema of WS-ECA. 
 

3.3 Action 
The action part of the rule is the instruction that must be executed 
by an internal or external device when a triggered rule is activated. 
In the proposed framework, the allowed types of actions can be 
one of the following: 

• invokeService  ( service)  :  The  ac t ion  invokes  a
n internal or external service. 

• createExtEvent (event) : The action creates an external eve
nt and publishes it to the subscribing devices. 

• createIntEvent (event) : The action creates an internal event
 and triggers other rules of the same device. 

The action parts of ECA rule may consist of above primitive 
actions or their composite actions. A composite action is 
composed of more than one primitive or composite action with 
two basic operators: conjunctive and disjunctive operators. We do 
not consider sequential actions since they can be defined by use 
of series of ECA rules. Figure 5 shows the proposed schema for 
the action element. 

• conjunction (a1&a2&...&an): The action requests to execut
e all of its sub-actions. It contains a transaction attribute that 
indicates whether or not the rule engine should guarantee 
atomicity of all the sub-action. The attribute is a boolean 
variables of which the default value is ‘false’. 

• disjunction (a1|a2|...|an): The action requests to execute one
 of its sub-actions. It contains a sequence attribute that indica
tes whether the rule engine should execute the sub-actions in 
order. The attribute is of boolean type and its default value is
 ‘true’. 

 

<actions> 
<invokeService name=“xs:NCName” service=“QName”>  

xs:any </invokeService> 
<createIntEvent name=“xs:NCName” intEvent=“xs:NCName”>  

xs:any </createIntEvent> 
<createExtEvent name=“xs:NCName” extEvent=“xs:anyURI”>  

xs:any </createExtEvent> 
<compositeAction name=“xs:NCName” operator=“AND”  

transaction=“xs:anyURI”> action+ </compositeAction> 
<compositeAction name=“xs:NCName” operator=“OR”>  

action+ </compositeAction> 
</actions> 

Figure 5. Action schema of WS-ECA. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
This paper proposed the schema of event-based rule description 
language for the purpose of effective coordination of web service-
enabled devices in ubiquitous computing environment. The 
proposed WS-ECA rules enable the service devices to interact 
with each other via WS-Eventing. WS-ECA is a stateless and 
light service description language that can support instantaneous 
activation upon a WS-Eenting message. It has advantages that 
users can describe required interaction among the devices in 
ubiquitous computing environment where multiple devices 
exchange their events based on publish/subscribe mechanism. 
WS-ECA rules for individual devices may have service 
discrepancies with each other or cause undesirable situations 
when they are executed concurrently, since they can be created 
and processed independently. Motivated by this, we are now 
developing conflict detection and resolution algorithms for 
distributed ECA rule processing in order to prevent the situation. 
A rule conflict may occur when several rules triggered by an 
event are ready to execute simultaneously possibly conflicting 
service actions. The conflicts of ECA rules in distributed devices 
can be categorized into static conflicts and dynamic conflicts 
depending on whether the conflict is resolved in design time or 
run time. When a new rule is evaluated to contain any conflict 
with other rules in design time, it is said to be in a static conflict, 
and it cannot be registered and must be modified by users. On the 
other hand, if it is judged to contain any potential dynamic 
conflict with others in run time, additional resolution rules must 
be supplemented in order to register the rule in the system. 
Afterwards, if a dynamic conflict among the registered rules 
actually happens in run time, its resolution rules will handle the 
conflict and instruct some prescribed actions to the corresponding 
devices. 
The presented framework on event-driven coordination of 
distributed web-service-enabled devices is expected to contribute 



to the efficient implementation of emerging ubiquitous service-
based systems. 
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